Walk lightly and carry a big load. That’s the general philosophy behind the John Deere Gator Utility Vehicle. Thanks to high flotation tyres, a Gator Utility Vehicle has the ability to get out of muddy terrain, while treading lightly on even the most sensitive turf. Even fully loaded, a Gator weighs in at only 0.49 kg/cm² (7.1 psi) square inch. That’s impressive, especially when you consider most other utility vehicles have an average of 1.4 – 1.5 kg/cm² (20 to 22 psi). Gator Utility Vehicles also feature hefty hauling and towing capacities, plus exceptional balance and stability. For more information, see your local John Deere dealer.
What YOU cut and collect is Etesia's business... So Etesia put other rear discharge ride-ons to the test, and guess what we found...

Etesia out-performed all others, even cutting and collecting long wet grass without clogging.

How?
Etesia's unique cutting deck plus full-width rear ejection chute means cut grass is thrown directly into the large rear-mounted collector.

Etesia produced a quality finish on every type of grass, especially tough-to-cut growth.

How?
Two contra-rotating blades create a vacuum to lift the grass before cutting. Clippings are ejected fast. Wild flower meadows, strong lush growth, daffodils, bulb and conservation areas are no problem.

Etesia operates at extremely low noise levels.

Why?
No noisy turbos or high-profile blades - plus Etesia's unique through-cut system requires less power than multi-bladed units - so engine noise is minimal.

Put Etesia to the Test with a Free Demonstration 01462 490190 You won't be Disappointed!

Etesia's unique patented anti-clog cutting and collecting system celebrates ten years of challenging other makes of mower.
Coast to coast

Picture the scene. You arrive at the course early on a sunny morning with just a hint of breeze in the air. Half an hour later you’re sitting aboard a triple, cutting a tee out at the far end of the course and something catches your eye. You look up and there, not 40 yards from you, is a dolphin splashing and diving about in the water.

Now such an experience is not exclusive to those greenkeepers who ply their trade off the Florida Keys, the coast of Queensland or some other tropical paradise, it happens on a regular basis to Stuart Hogg and his team at Fortrose & Rosemarkie Golf Club, a few miles north of Inverness.

The dolphins, which are taking advantage of the Gulf Stream which passes right by the course, are not the only reason to mark Fortrose & Rosemarkie out from the ordinary. No, it is also one of the few, if not
Coast to coast
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Coast to coast

The only club, to claim an entire peninsula as its own. The 18 holes, designed by James Braid, have been fitted into the 90 acres available and is about 600 yards at its widest point and 160 at its narrowest.

"The dolphins are the icing on the cake," explained Stuart Hogg, 28, who has worked at the club for the past eight years and been Head Greenkeeper for five.

"To go out onto the course, see the sea, the sea views and then, all of a sudden, have a dolphin pop up makes it so special. It's nature and how lucky am I to experience it. When people come to see the course they always say they would love to work up here," said Stuart, who started his career much further south, working with BIGGA Board of Management member Jim Paton at West Kilbride Golf Club on the west coast of Scotland.

Having the Gulf Stream dispels one of the myths about the North of Scotland - that the further north you head the colder it gets.

"One thing we are blessed with is good weather. We're in the Gulf Stream, which comes up the west coast and down the Moray Firth, so the water temperatures are warmer and it has an impact on the weather. I've seen it rain in Inverness, along the coast towards Nairn, even up the street, but it would be sunny on the golf course," he explained.

"We've already got a top dressing down and guys couldn't believe we were doing it. I was on the phone to a colleague in the west of Scotland who said he'd just got the frost coming out of the ground and I was telling him that we'd just cut our greens," said Stuart, as he spoke in the middle of February.

"We've cut our greens every week and tees every six weeks through the winter and even cut my fairways this year which we've never done before. There's been a big change in the climate," he said.

So, we've identified great scenery and dolphins, we've talked about the great weather. What's the down side of life at Fortrose & Rosemarkie?

Well, it goes without saying that the golf club is a little detached from huge population centres. Sure Inverness is only 20 minutes but most deliveries must come from Aberdeen and Glasgow, which are quite some distance away.

"Carriage is expensive," explained Stuart.

"I try to order all my needs at once to get a good deal and cut down on the delivery costs. For example I perhaps order a tonne of fertiliser because I know roughly what I'm going to need."

If such an approach is to be taken decent storage is essential and Fortrose & Rosemarkie's - the name comes because the public road which bisects the course down the middle is also the boundary of the two villages - maintenance facilities are second to none.

"The club used its VAT money on the sheds and they speak for themselves," said Stuart, as we sat in the mess room of the stone built, pine clad, building.

"We now hold our greens meetings in here and I'm quite proud of that..."
I believe if you have tidy sheds it sets the tone. "The club has done us proud and hopefully we can do them proud by producing a golf course that is up to standard," said Stuart, only the seventh Head Greenkeeper at the club since the early 1900s.

As well as the need to be well organised when it comes ordering materials the club's geography has led to other innovative thinking when it comes to cutting costs.

"We bought a Juno grinder in 1995 because every time we sent away a cylinder it cost us £100 because it had to go Aberdeen and we could lose it for up to a week.

"We've got something like 24 cylinders which we do at least once a year so at £100 a cylinder it paid off within two years."

"We also take in other club's cylinders and they lend us machinery in exchange. It's all about saving money as I don't have a big budget," said Stuart, who along with First Assistant, Chris Cumming, and Assistant, Kevin Fowler, are all qualified to use the grinder.

Having sharp blades is fundamental to Stuart's approach to greenkeeping.

"I have always told the boys that if the blades aren't sharp to get them done because it makes such a difference. Cut yourself with a Stanley knife and you get a clean cut but use a bread knife you get a hellish cut. That's the way I look at it and I believe it has a bearing on the fact that we don't get much disease here."

The team use a four stage plan to keep their blades sharp.

"We will go out with sharp units and regularly recheck and reset the height and check if they can cut a single piece of paper. If they can't, they are back lapped, if they still can't, a front edge will be put on the sole plate and if then they still can't they are put in the grinder."

Working to a budget means that it has taken about 10 years to build up the machinery stock and replacement of key kit must fit into the club's financial constraints.

The servicing is also done by Stuart who, topping up a longstanding interest in cars and engines, attended a Toro course on greens mower maintenance.

"Having the sea on three sides of the course does give ideal vantage points for dolphin spotting but it also has added course maintenance complications.

"Having the sea on three sides of the course does give ideal vantage points for dolphin spotting but it also has added course maintenance complications."

We have a difficult golf course to manage because we have six sand greens, six pure soil greens and six shingle, gravelly greens. The soil greens are there because they were rebuilt after the war - the course boasts some tank turrets along the left hand side as well as an underground concrete bunker - while the fact we are on what is essentially a raised beach means we've got one side of the course which is pure sand and the other shingle. It's down to the tidal effect," said Stuart, who added that at particularly windy times the peninsula grows by about 10 to 15 metres in length purely by sand and shingle being washed up by the tide.

"We've got to manage the greens in a sensitive manner to get the speed the same. I'm a firm believer that speed is not a necessity as long as you've got a consistency and a true putting surface. We get the wind here and its never up and down the course,
Times harder," said Stuart, whose four country's most respected greenkeepers making the trip north.

"We've had respected guys like Jimmy Nielsen, Walter Woods, Cecil George and the late Harry Diamond up here and I've learned from them all while after Walter had judged the course for the final of the Toro Excellence Award he brought George Brown up for a weekend.

It is that sort of contact that ensures close touch isn't lost with the rest of the country, while Stuart and his team are keen BIGGA members.

"I was given the opportunity to organise the Bunker Support Team at the Walker Cup in Nairn last year using experience I gained from the Open Championship Support Team while I was at Harrogate as usual this year taking Chris Cumming with me for the first time."

As you would expect the course does suffer from spray burn and the risk of being so close to the sea never leaves.

"We could easily lose a couple of tees if we were to have a bad storm so to counter that some rock has been installed to act as defence."

Stuart attributes his greenkeeping style to the two Head Greenkeepers he has worked under in his career, Jim Paton at West Kilbride and George Paterson, who was his boss at Fortrose & Rosemarkie before going off to County Sligo Golf Club.

"I've taken a bit from Jim and a bit from George to mould myself into a Head Greenkeeper."

He has obviously been a good student because last year was an excellent one for Stuart and the club with him representing Scotland in the National Final of the Toro Excellence in Greenkeeping Award and his work on the environment being recognised by the club being Highly Commended in the BIGGA Golf Environment Competition, in association with Amazone and Grass Roots.

"The entire team should be proud of what we achieved in the Toro award. I'm proud of them because without them my job would be ten times harder," said Stuart, whose four man team is completed by apprentice, Greg Smith.

The award also lead to some of the country's most respected greenkeepers making the trip north.

"We've had respected guys like Jimmy Nielsen, Walter Woods, Cecil George and the late Harry Diamond up here and I've learned from them all while after Walter had judged the course for the final of the Toro Excellence Award he brought George Brown up for a weekend."

"I was given the opportunity to organise the Bunker Support Team at the Walker Cup in Nairn last year using experience I gained from the Open Championship Support Team while I was at Harrogate as usual this year taking Chris Cumming with me for the first time."

Despite being an incomer to a close knit community Stuart and his family are well settled into the slow relaxed life in Fortrose and where else could you have Flipper as an early morning companion?
**Bastion T**

A SELECTIVE, SYSTEMIC, POST-EMERGENCE HERBICIDE FOR THE CONTROL OF BROAD-LEAVED WEEDS IN SPORTS AND AMENITY TURF.

- Controls a wide range of common turf weeds, including Slender Speedwell.
- Unique micro-emulsion technology increases herbicidal activity.
- Proven to be safe to beneficial soil bacteria.
- Can be used on new grass only two months after sowing.
- Can be applied to re-seeded perennial ryegrass after the two-leaf stage.

"We import quality reconditioned John Deere fine turf machinery from the largest dealers in the US"

Other machines supplied to order include: RANSOMES, JACOBSEN & TORO

**In Stock**

- Turf Gators 6x4 (petrol/gas) electric lift bed
- 4x2 Gators (petrol/gas) electric lift bed
- Turf Gators 6x4 (diesel) electric lift bed
- F1145 Utility mowers with 72" rotary deck
- 2653A Utility mowers with 30" 5 reel blades
- 2653A Utility mowers with 30" 8 reel blades
- 3235A Turf System mowers 8 reel blades
- 220A walk behind greens mowers
- 1200A Bunker rakes front blade & rear rake

"14 day money back guarantee, with 24hr parts service"

"Unbeatable prices! Let the strength of the pound work for you!"

Depots in Devon & Lancs

Golf & Turf International: Sales enquiries Tel: 01769 550425 Fax: 01769 550914
Roland Taylor looks at some of the latest utility vehicles on the market

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK

Mention them, and most people immediately picture large four-wheeled motor bike-style machines being ridden at speed over rough terrain. Not an image to justify their inclusion amongst a fleet, yet on closer examination this type of vehicle could be a considerable asset on many courses.

Whether it is for carrying loads or transporting staff around the course, there is now a wide choice of suitable ATVs, utility vehicles, truckster and load carriers available. These introductions have coincided with more self-powered grass cutting machinery being used and as a result the need for a tractor is diminishing.

When considering one of these workhorses it is a good idea to assess exactly what the requirements are and which, if any, existing equipment it may replace.

Do ATVs have a place on golf courses?

Mention them, and most people immediately picture large four-wheeled motor bike-style machines being ridden at speed over rough terrain. Not an image to justify their inclusion amongst a fleet, yet on closer examination this type of vehicle could be a considerable asset on many courses, especially links. Access to some areas is not easy, especially in the winter months. It can also be time consuming because of the route a conventional tractor and trailer has to take. This is one of the main reasons why this type of vehicle is so popular with hill farmers. With a trailer attached or as a model with its load carrying facility, they could take materials to sites that ground conditions make it impossible for any other transport to reach.

There is another feature that lends itself well to the golf course. While they have plenty of traction, the ATV is light on its wheels and the low-pressure tyres make for minimal damage to turf, even in wet conditions. A disadvantage is that there is no power take off and although there are plenty of attachments available where power is needed a separate engine is fitted.

Recent years have seen the introduction of purpose-built utility vehicles or load carriers, which, although not ATVs, have incorporated many of their features.

Utility vehicles and load carriers

John Deere

In the latter part of last year, John Deere launched its Pro-Gator, which has been designed to be used for transporting materials and take a range of turf maintenance equipment. This two-seater unit is powered by a 24hp diesel engine. Power steering is standard and there is a choice
of either two or four wheel drive. The cargo box has hydraulic lift and can take loads up to an estimated 875kg. When not needed the box can be quickly removed. The company has also introduced a top dresser attachment with a 54m capacity and a spreading width of 1.47 metres. This unit is run off the vehicle’s hydraulic system.

Battery power is the main feature of the new E-Gator, which has a top ground speed of 16mph. The cargo box can be electrically lifted and takes loads of up to 230kg.

**Toro**

A unique ‘twister’ Active In-Frame Suspension is said to be one of the main features of the latest utility vehicle from Toro - the Workman 2100. The rear section, which contains the engine and cargo bed, is attached
to the front platform by a rubber joint. This gives 15 degrees of flexibility in both vertical and horizontal planes. The company says it keeps the four wheels on the ground for added traction when travelling over uneven ground. The front axle has its own suspension system to provide a turning radius of 2.9 metres and the cargo box takes up to 681kg. There is an optional electric lift kit. Heavy-duty plastics have been used for the bodywork to minimise the weight and avoid rusting and rattle.

The 2100 joins the existing Workman range, which can be supplied in numerous specifications and configurations. These vehicles have a rear PTO and conventional hydraulic 3-point linkage as standard plus the option of a mid-mounted PTO. Two or four-wheel versions are available and power is provided by either diesel or petrol engines depending on the model. These units are designed to take a range of the company’s own purpose-built turf care attachments plus most produced by other manufacturers.

**Textron**

Cushman is a name that has been associated with utility vehicles for over 36 years. Their latest range of Turf Trucksters from Textron are designed to accommodate the increasing number of attachments and accessories that are now available.

The three-wheeled Junior has a 17inch turning circle and dump box hydraulics are standard. The four-wheeled version offers automatic or manual transmission, with independent front suspension and power steering. Hydraulics are standard and a heavy-duty PTO is optional on some models. There is a choice of petrol or diesel engines. Equipment including top dressers, sprayers, aerators and core harvester can be operated with these machines. From Ez-Go there are the Workhorses which includes two petrol engine vehicles plus an electric powered model. The Workhorse ST350 is designed as all terrain vehicles and has a payload of 362kg. When it comes to rugged terrain it is said the Cushman Hawk can cope.

It has a heavy steel constructed chassis and is capable of carrying up to 545kg.

**Sisis**

There are 30 attachments for the 32hp diesel Sisis 321. The unit is hydraulically driven to each of the wheels and a built-in differential...